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1 Introduction
Recently we nished working on an article [9] that tries to lay the foundations of an
in nitely lax or homotopy coherent version of category theory based on simplicially enriched
categories. (That article is the overdue extended version of the preprints, [4] and [7].) The
history of homotopy coherence is linked strongly to that of equivariant homotopy theory
through the work of Elmendorf, May, Dwyer and Kan, and others. In this paper we will
use equivariant homotopy theory as a case study for how our new methods relate to old
ones, and in the process will extend results of Dwyer and Kan to an enriched setting. We
will try to illustrate the uses and interpretation of the categorical results that we have
proved, as we believe that these results will have signi cant applications in other parts of
the subject.
The second author would like to thank Ronnie Brown, Marek Golasinski and Andy
Tonks for conversations on the area. This work was, in part, prepared for them in order
to extend the use of crossed complexes to the equivariant case and in particular to extend
the theory of classifying spaces to this setting. This work on equivariant crossed complexes
will be the subject of a joint publication later on.
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The diagrams in this article were produced using Paul Taylor's \Diagrams" package.
The authors would like to thank him for the use of these macros.

2 G-Sets and OrG-diagrams.
The results in this section are well known, but usually are not presented in this way. We do
so here to try to explain why various constructions work in later sections. For simplicity,
we restrict attention to G being a discrete group.
We will denote by OrG the orbit category of G. This has as objects the various G-sets
G=H , H a subgroup of G, with a morphism from G=H to G=K being a G-equivariant map
of G-sets. As Gop 
= OrG(G=1; G=1), there is a functor

 : Gop ! OrG;
where on the left G is considered as a category with one object, , say. The category
of
left G-sets is the category SetsG and the category of OrGop-diagrams is SetsOrGop . These
are linked by various functors:
  = Setsop : SetsOrGop ! SetsG, de ned by composition along . This sends an
OrGop -diagram Y to Y (G=1), which is a left G-set.
 the right Kan extension along
 gives a right adjoint to . This will be denoted here
op
by R : SetsG ! SetsOrG . (Later we will tend to write simply R.) It is given by
the end formula
Z

R(X )(G=H ) =  Sets(OrGop(G=H; G=1); X ())

which is isomorphic to X H = fx : x 2 X; h:x = x for all h 2 H g. Right adjointness
of R is a consequence of its construction as a right Kan extension, but is easily
checked directly. The functor R, or rather its analogue in other situations, is the
key to translating G-equivariant homotopy theory to a `diagrammatic' form which is
more amenable to analysis.
 The functor R has in its turn a right adjoint, which will be denoted by c : SetsOrGop !
SetsG. This can be calculated as a left Kan extension, so that c(Y ) = LanR Id(Y ).
This gives a coend formula:

c(Y ) =

ZX

SetsOrGop (R(X ); Y ) X;

where A B is the A-fold copower of B .
Given the construction of coends in SetsG, this object is given by
a
c(Y ) = SetsOrGop (R(X ); Y ) X )= 
X
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where f 0R( ) x  f 0 (x), where : X ! X 0, f 0 : R (X 0) ! Y . This construction as
it now stands is `illegal' as its disjoint union is indexed by a proper class, but as any orbit
of an x 2 X is given by a map from some G=H , (sending H to x), this diculty can be
avoided, giving
a
c(Y ) = SetsOrGop (R(G=H ); Y ) G=H )=  :
G=H

A further reduction using the Yoneda lemma shows that

c(Y ) 
=(

a

G=H

Y (G=H )  G=H )= 

where if : G=H ! G=K in OrG, then (Y ( )(y); gH )  (y; (gH )).
Of particular interest is the case where Y = R(X ) for a G-set X , then

c(R (X )) 
=(

a

G=H

X H  G=H )= 

and the counit of the adjunction, "(x) : cR (X ) ! X is given by "(x; gH ) = g:x. Any
(x; gH ) is equivalent to the corresponding (gx; H ) and " is an isomorphism with inverse
sending x to the class containing (x; H ) where H = fg 2 G : gx = xg.

3 Homotopy Coherence and Simplicial Diagrams.
(Our basic references for equivariant homotopy theory are tom Dieck, [18] and Luck, [13].)
Suppose G is now a locally compact Hausdor group and f : X ! Y a G-equivariant
map of G-equivariant CW-complexes (or G-complexes for short), then f is a G-homotopy
equivalence if and only if for each closed subgroup, H , of G, f H is a homotopy equivalence,
(cf. tom Dieck, [18]).
If we extend the notation OrG to apply to this situation, taking it to be the category
of orbit spaces, G=H , with H closed in G, then the above result can be restated: f is a Ghomotopy opequivalence if and only if R(f ) : R(X ) ! R(Y ) is a level homotopy equivalence
in CW OrG . Thus questions relating to G-homotopy are translated to ones in this diagram
category modulo levelwise homotopy equivalence. Elmendorf, [11], Seymour, [17], and
others have pointed out that using a two-sided bar construction, [14], one can reinterpret
constructions in CW OrGop back in the category of G-complexes. The general form of such
bar constructions has been thoroughly investigated by Meyer, [15], and his treatment makes
it clear that they can be considered as `homotopy analogues' of Kan extensions. Given
the known results using Kan extensions to link G-sets and OrGop -diagrams, summarised
above, this suggests that the situation that pertains to the equivariant homotopy theory
under study here, is another instance of a general process of translating set-based results
that use category theory to space-based results using some lax or coherent generalisation
of category theory. To review the evidence for this, we note:
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 Vogt, [19], showed that the category Ho(T op A), for a well pointed topological category A, is equivalent to Coh(A; T op ), a category formed from homotopy coherent
diagrams indexed by A and homotopy classes of homotopy coherent maps between
them. If A is discrete, Ho(T op A) is obtained from T op A by formally inverting the

level homotopy equivalences.
 Following Cordier's translation, [3], of Vogt's general theory to a simplicial context,
Bourn and Cordier, [1], gave a description of homotopy limits and colimits that is
applicable to functors de ned between simplicially enriched categories. Cordier, [5],
showed the link with Vogt's de nition of homotopy limits and colimits and thus, by
implication, with the bar construction.
 A simplicially enriched version of Vogt's main equivalence theorem was proved by
Cordier and Porter, [6], implicitly using certain homotopy Kan extensions. In more
recent work, [9], as yet unpublished, we develop a theory of homotopy coherent ends
and coends that allows a direct translation of categorical arguments to the simplicially
enriched setting. This is brie y summarised below.
The context will thus be of a simplicially enriched category, C , usually assumed to be locally
Kan, i.e. each hom-object is a Kan complex. Typically this category C will be one of:
 T op with its simplicial category structure

T op (X; Y )n = T op (X  n; Y );
(note this is locally Kan);
 S with its usual simplicial category structure

S (X; Y )n = S (X  [n]; Y );
and also its full subcategory Kan of Kan complexes; S is not locally Kan but Kan is.
 G-T op for G a locally compact topological group. The simplicial structure being
given by
G-T op(X; Y )n = G-T op(X  n ; Y );
where n is given the trivial G-action. We note that this means that G-T op(X; Y )

is e ectively the singular complex of the space of G-maps from X to Y .
 A category of algebraic models for homotopy types. In future applications, this
will either be C hn , the category of chain complexes, or C rs , the category of crossed
complexes, with simplicial enrichment structures that are `clear' or will be given in
future articles. Other examples might include certain re ective subcategories of the
category of simplicial groupoids and, more prosaically, the category of groups.
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To avoid the cumbersome terms `simplicially enriched category', `simplicially enriched functor', etc., we will usually abbreviate these to S -category, S -functor, etc. As to notation, if
a category is used in both an unenriched and an S -enriched form then the enriched form
will usually be underlined.
Given an S -category C as above, a small S -category A and a S -functor,
T : Aop  A ! C ;
we need to de ne a homotopy coherent end
I

and dually a homotopy coherent coend,

A

IA

T (A; A);
T (A; A):

These will be indexed limits and colimits respectively. (For these and other ideas from
enriched category theory, the reader is referred to Kelly, [12].)
Let (A; A0) be the bisimplicial set de ned by
a
A(A; A0)  : : :  A(An; A0)
(A; A0)n; =
A0 ;:::;An

where the coproduct is taken over all ordered sets of objects A0; A1; : : :; An of A. Face
and degeneracy operators in the left-hand counter, n, are de ned as for the nerve of a
category; those for the right-hand counter, , are given by those of the various simplicial
sets A(Ai; Ai+1). The indexation for the indexed limits and colimits will be given by
the diagonal of this bisimplicial set, which will be denoted X (A; A0). We note that this
simplicial set, X (A; A0), is de ned in a natural way so that if A is trivially simplicial, so
that each A(B; C ) is a set considered as the corresponding constant simplicial set, then
X (A; A0) is the nerve of the category of objects under A and over A0.
As we want to form indexed limits (resp. colimits), we require the receiving category C
to be complete (resp. cocomplete). In this case the S -category C will be cotensored (resp.
tensored). `Cotensored' means that if K is a simplicial set and C an object of C , there is
an object, which we will denote by C (K; C ) such that there is a natural isomorphism
S (K; C (C 0; C )) = C (C 0; C (K; C )):
In other words, one can nd a mapping-space type construction in C . In particular, one
has a cocylinder object C I , given by C ([1]; C ). Dually if C is cocomplete, then for any K
in S and C in C , there is a tensor, K C with a natural isomorphism
S (K; C (C; C 0)) = C (K C; C 0):
When K 
= [1], this gives a cylinder functor on C . In both cases, this allows the development of a useful abstract homotopy theory internally within C .
5

We can now de ne the homotopy coherent end of T by
I

T (A; A) =
A

Z

A;A

0

C (X (A; A0); T (A; A0))

(cf. Cordier and Porter, [8])

Example

A!C

two S -functors, and set T (A; A0) = C (FA; GA0), then
the simplicial set of homotopy coherent transformations
from F to G, which will be denoted by Coh(A; C )(F; G) if we need to stress both domain
and codomain of F and G, by CohC (F; G) if, as will often occur, the codomain is the important information to remember whilst the domain is xed, or even shorter by Coh(F; G)
if there is no danger of confusion.
As is now standard, the Bous eld-Kan homotopy limit of a diagram of simplicial sets
can be given as a `total complex' of a cosimplicial simplicial set constructed from the
original data. If Y is a cosimplicial simplicial set,
are
H Suppose F; G :
A T (A; A) can be interpreted as

TotY =

Z

S
([n]; Yn )
[n]

and so is the simplicial set of natural transformations with domain the Yoneda embedding
 :  ! S , considered as a cosimplicial simplicial set, and with codomain Y . Analogously
if C is any cotensored complete S -category, one can de ne a `total object' of a cosimplicial
object Y by
Z
TotY = C ([n]; Y n ):
Given a S -functor T :
denoted Y (T ), by

Y (T )n =

Aop  A

Y

A0 ;:::;An

[n]

! C; we can construct a cosimplicial object in C ,

C (A(A0; A1)  : : :  A(An?1; An); T (A0; An)):

The coface and codegeneracy maps are given by formulae analogous to those of the `cosimplicial replacement' construction of Bous eld and Kan, [2], and are given in detail in [9].
Lemma 3.1 [9] Given a S -functor T : Aop  A ! C , as above there is a natural isomorphism
I
T (A; A) 
= TotY (T ):
A

We will need the following results from [9]:
 If A is an S -category, andH T : Aop  A ! S is an S -functor such that each T (A; A0)
is a Kan complex, then A T (A; A) is a Kan complex. In fact in this case Y (T ) is
a brant cosimplicial simplicial set, so by Axiom SM7 on page 277 of [2] the result
follows.
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 If S; T : Aop  A ! S are S -functors such that each S (A; A0) and T (A; A0) is a Kan
complex, and
(A; A0) : S (A; A0) ! T (A; A0)
is a natural transformation of S -bifunctors such that each (A; A0) is a homotopy
equivalence, then  induces a homotopy equivalence
I

(A; A) :
A

I

S (A; A) !
A

I

A

T (A; A):

 We will say that an object C of C is brant if C (X; C ) is a Kan complex for all objects
X in C . (Thus if C is locally Kan, all objects are brant in thisHsense). Analogously
to the rst result, if T : Aop  A ! C takes brant values then A T (A; A) is brant.
 The analogue of the second result above holds if S and T both take brant values,
and  is an S -natural homotopy equivalence between S and T .
Dually the homotopy coherent coend is de ned by
IA

T (A; A) =

Z A;A

0

X (A; A0) T (A0; A):

As one might expect, this has a description as a `diagonal' of a simplicial object. De ne a
simplicial object, Z (T ), in C by
a
(A(A0; A1)  : : :  A(An?1; An)) T (An; A0);
Z (T )n =
A0 ;:::;An

then we have

IA

T (A; A) 
=

Z [n]

[n] Z (T )n:
Remark: Comparison of this with well known formulae for the double bar construction
as studied by May, [14], Elmendorf, [11], Seymour, [17], Meyer, [15], and others, shows that
the two concepts are essentially the same. The terminology we use is designed to emphasise
certain universal properties of the constructions, rather than their origins in the classical
bar construction.
To illustrate the use of coherent ends, we will consider the simplicial set Coh(F; G) in
more detail. We will also need this later on.
Suppose as before that F; G : A ! C are two S -functors. The simplicial set Coh(F; G)
is then given by
Z
S (X (A; A0); C (FA; GA0))
A;A
or as Tot(Y (F; G)) where
Y
S (A(A0; A1)  : : :  A(An?1; An); C (FA0; GAn))
Y (F; G)n =
0

A0 ;:::;An

A vertex of Coh(F; G) is then a natural transformation from the Yoneda embedding /
standard cosimplicial simplicial object  to Y (F; G). It thus picks out :
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 in codimension zero, a collection of morphisms from FA to GA, A varying through
A;
 in codimension 1, a map from [1] to Y (F; G)1. Using adjointness this corresponds
to families of maps

A(A0; A1)  [1] ! C (FA0; GA1)

which can be thought of as the homotopies lling the squares
F (A0) - G(A0)

?

?
G(A1)
F (A1)
indexed by the maps from A0 to A1. (Of course as A(A0; A1) is a simplicial set in

general, this is not the whole picture.)
 in codimension 2, we get for each A0; A1; A2, maps

A(A0; A1)  A(A1; A2)  [2] ! C (FA0; GA2)
and so on.
Thus vertices of Coh(F; G) are interpretable as homotopy coherent maps from F to G.
Similarly in higher dimensions.
The indexation X (A; A0) is a resolution of A(A; A0) and composition gives a natural
transformation,
d0 : X (A; A0) ! A(A; A0)
which is a homotopy equivalence. This induces a map
Z

S
(A(A; A0); C (FA; GA0)) ! Coh(F; G)
A;A
0

and the domain here is naturally identi able, via the Yoneda lemma, with Nat(F; G).
Examination of the image of this mapping easily shows that it interprets natural transformations in the obvious way, so that the corresponding families of higher homotopies,

A(A0; A1)  : : : A(An?1; An)  [n] ! C (FA0; GAn );
are trivial.
We note that although d0 is a natural transformation, its obvious homotopy inverses
insert an identity map on the right or left of a map to get a 0-simplex in X (A; A0) and
hence are not natural in one of the variables.
We will need to return to this point later.
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Although we will not be using this, it is worth noting that the description of Coh(F; G)
as a total complex of a cosimplicial space Y (F; G) yields a spectral sequence as in Bous eld
and Kan, [2], Ch X xx6 and 7.
The prime example for us here of all this theory is given by the relation between Gspaces and OrGop-diagrams of simplicial sets. Following Dwyer and Kan, [10], if G is a
topological group OrGop will denote the orbit S -category, which is the full sub-S -category
of G-T op, whose objects are the orbits G=H for H a closed subgroup of G. If X is a
G-space, then
G-T op(G=H; X ) 
= Sing(X H ):
This de nes a functor in X , which will be denoted by R. It is easy to de ne a left S -adjoint
to this functor, R. In fact examination of the left adjoint given by Dwyer and Kan, [10],
shows it to be the left S -enriched Kan extension of theop inclusion S -functor from OrG to
G-T op along the Yoneda embedding of OrG into S OrG , i.e. if K : OrG ! G-T op is the
inclusion, the \realisation" functor of Dwyer and Kan is given by:
for T : OrGop ! S ,
Z G=H

(LanYonK )(T ) =
T (G=H ) G=H:
In general this does not behave well with regards to homotopy structure, but on `co brant'
objects it preserves weak homotopy equivalences and opso induces an equivalence between
the (weak) homotopy categories of G-T op and of S OrG , see
[10].
op
OrG
The functor more usually used to get back from S
to G-T op is Elmendorf's coalescence functor, c, see [11]. Its relation to the above is simple. Since the left Kan
extension does not preserve homotopy equivalences, one replaces it by the left homotopy
Kan extension, that is,
I G=H
T (G=H ) G=H:
This is essentially the same as applying the coalescence functor to T and will be denoted
c(T ).
The detailed theory of left and right coherent Kan extensions will be given in detail
elsewhere, [9], here we merely note that:
if K : A ! B is an S -functor between S -categories and F : A ! C is an S -functor with C
a locally Kan S -category that is either complete (and thus cotensored) or cocomplete (and
thus tensored), we may de ne

RK F (B ) =
LK F (B ) =

I

C (B(B; KA); FA)

A
IA

B(KA; B ) FA

then for any S -functor G : B ! C , there is
1. a natural isomorphism
Coh(A; C )(GK; F ) 
= C B (G; RK F )
9

(or dually

Coh(A; C )(F; GK ) 
= C B (LK F; G) );

2. a homotopy equivalence
(or dually

C B (G; RK F ) ! Coh(B; C )(G; RK F )

C B (LK F; G) ! Coh(B; C )(LK F; G) ):

These coherent extensions can be calculated in another way which goes some way to
explaining the link with the result of Dwyer and Kan. This uses the coherent form of the
mean-cotensor and mean-tensor constructions from enriched category theory.
Let F : A ! B and G : A ! S be S -functors with B a complete (resp. cocomplete)
S -category. We de ne the coherent mean cotensor of F and G to be
I

BA(G; F ) = A B(GA; FA);

(resp. the coherent mean tensor to be

G F=

IA

GA FA):

In particular we will write F : A ! B for the S -functor given by F (A) = BA(A(A; ?); F )
and F : A ! B for that given by F (A) = A(?; A) F .
Lemma 3.2 Let C be a locally Kan, complete (resp. cocomplete) S -category and F : A !
C , K : A ! B be two S -functors. Then there is a natural isomorphism
RK F 
= RanK F
(resp.
LK F 
= LanK F :)
Although this is merely a formal exercise in end calculus, we include a proof as it shows
the type of argument that is used time and time again | and so will usually be left out
here, although included in [9].
Proof: If B is an object in B,
Z

C (B(B; KA); FA)
Z


= C B(B; KA);
C
X
(A0; A00); C (A(A; A0); FA00) :
A
A ;A

RanK F (B ) =

ZA 

0

00

Bringing all the ends to the left and using repeatedly the adjunction of the cotensor, this
is isomorphic to
Z

A;A ;A
0

00

C (B(B; KA)  A(A; A0)  X (A0; A00); FA00) :
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Now `integrate' over A; this substitutes A0 for A in B(B; KA) leaving us, after another use
of the adjunction (the other way), with
Z



A ;A
0

I

00



C X (A0; A00); C (B(B; KA0); FA00) :

i.e. with C (B(B; KA); FA), which is the formula for RK F (B ).
A
The proof for the left extensions is similar.
Another result proved in a similar way is the following :
Proposition 3.3 If F; G : A ! B, then
(i) if B is complete, there is a natural isomorphism
Coh(A; B)(F; G) 
= BA(F; G);
(ii) if B is cocomplete, there is a natural isomorphism
Coh(A; B)(F; G) 
= BA(F; G):
We refer the reader to [9] for the proof. There you will also nd the detailed proof that
the natural transformations G : G ! G, resp. F : F ! F are levelwise homotopy
equivalences. As we will be needing this later, a sketch proof is included below. Analysis
of the construction of G or F for simple examples of the S -category A, reveals it to be
a generalisation of the construction of a bration, resp. a co bration, from an ordinary
map. Thus although we are not seeking a Quillen model category structure in this setting,
we can think of G as G made brant and F as F made co brant. (In a simpler case,
we have worked this out in detail, see [8].) From this viewpoint, the previous proposition
gives an enriched analogue of the well known result that maps to a brant, or from a
co brant, object can be used to work with homotopy classes of maps. This suggests for
the application in equivariant homotopy theory, that the space of coherent transformations
may be a suitable way of analysing G-maps.

Proposition 3.4 Given an S -functor T : OrGop ! S and a G-space Y , there is a natural
isomorphism
Coh(OrGop ; S )(T; R(Y )) 
= G-T op(c(T ); Y ):
Proof.

Coh(T; R(Y )) 
=

I



S T (G=H ); G-T op(G=H; Y )
G=H
I
=
G-T op (T (G=H ) G=H; Y )
G=H
= G-T op

I G=H

as required.
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T (G=H ) G=H; Y



!

This is an enriched analogue of Elmendorf's proof, [11], which shows that the coalescence is a left adjoint at the homotopy level. Note however that Elmendorf also proves that
at the level of homotopy classes there is a right adjunction. His proof does not generalise as
such to this enriched setting, as it uses the fact that in the topological setting, as in general
in the discrete case, R has an inverse, which is not true in our context. An analogue of his
result is however given below.
First suppose given T : OrGop ! S , a G-space Y , and G=H in OrG. The simplicial
adjunction proved above gives two elements:

(T ) =  2 Coh(OrGop ; S )(T; Rc(T ))0
and
It is easily checked that
whilst

"(Y ) = " 2 G-T op(cR(Y ); Y )0:
c(T )H 
=

Z G=L

T (G=H ) 
=

Z G=L

X (G=H; G=L) T (G=L)
OrG(G=H; G=L) T (G=L):

The map  can be realised as follows:
As we noted earlier, the indexing functor X (G=H; G=L) is constructed like the nerve of
the category G=H # OrG # G=L and is exactly that nerve if G is discrete. It therefore
comes together with a natural `augmentation' map, d0, to OrG(G=H; G=L). This map has
a homotopy inverse given by adding the identity on G=H on the start of any simplex. This
is an `extra' degeneracy, but is not natural in G=H . It is this extra degeneracy, s?1, that
induces . The natural map, d0, induces a natural transformation

0 : Rc(T ) ! T;
which composes with  to give the identity on T . This is a `strong deformation retraction'
of Rc(T ) onto T , but its homotopy inverse and the homotopy between 0 and the identity
on Rc(T ) are only homotopy coherent. The diculty of proving this is due to the fact

that, in general, homotopy coherent maps compose only `up to homotopy' (cf. Vogt, [19]
or Cordier and Porter, [6]), so we must make a slightly di erent attack on the problem.
Proposition 3.5 (i) There is a natural isomorphism

Rc(T ) 
= T:

(ii) The natural transformation

0 : Rc(T ) ! T

is such that  0(G=H ) is a homotopy equivalence for any G=H in OrG.
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Proof: By de nition,
T (G=H ) = OrGop(?; G=H ) T
I G=K
=
OrG(G=H; G=K ) T (G=K )
= Rc(T )(G=H )
This proves (i). The proof of (ii) is by rst noting that d0s?1 = id, so 0 = id, and then
using the homotopy s?1 d0 ' id, which is natural in G=L (but not in G=H ), to induce a
homotopy from (G=H )0(G=H ) to the identity on c(T )H .
Remark: This homotopy is constant on the image of T (G=H ). This corresponds to

well known results from the theory of double bar constructions mentioned by Elmendorf,
[11].
Using this proposition we can easily prove
Proposition 3.6 For any S -functors T; T 0 : OrGop ! Kan, there are homotopy equivalences
Coh(T 0; T ) ! Coh(T 0; T )
and
Coh(T; T 0) ! Coh(T; T 0)
(natural in T 0).
Proof: The natural maps 0 induce natural transformations

S (T 0(A); T (A0)) ! S (T 0(A); T (A0))
and

S (T (A); T 0(A0)) ! S (T (A); T 0(A0))

which are homotopy equivalences. The result follows from earlier comments, since it is
assumed that T (A) and T 0(A) are Kan complexes and, for instance,

CohS (T; T 0) =

I

A

S (TA; T 0A):

Although the details of the next result are not strictly necessary for the application to
equivariant homotopy theory, it seems worth noting :
Proposition 3.7 If T : OrGop ! S takes Kan values, then the natural map 0 : T ! T
is a coherent homotopy equivalence in the following sense :
there is an element  2 Coh(T; T )0 (the same  as before in fact) and 1-simplices, h 2
Coh(T; T )1, k 2 Coh(T; T )1, such that, writing

0 : Coh(T; T ) ! Coh(T; T )
0 : Coh(T; T ) ! Coh(T; T )
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for the induced maps, we have

d1h = 0 ()
d1k = 0()

d0h = idT
d0k = idT

Moreover k can be chosen to be s0 (idT ) as, in fact,  0() = idT .

Proof:

The rst thing we examine is the last statement. First a lemma:
Lemma 3.8 For any S -functors T; U : Aop ! C , the map 0 : Coh(T; U ) ! Coh(T; U )
can be written as the composite

Coh(T; U ) 
= Nat(T; U ) ! Coh(T; U ):
Proof: Both maps are induced by the augmentation d0 of the resolution X (A; A0) of
A(A; A0).

Returning to the proof of the proposition:
The last statement is now easy, as  2 Coh(T; T ) corresponds to idT 2 Nat(T; T )
under the adjunction isomorphism.
The next stage is to consider the commutative diagram:

Coh(T; T )

?
= ??
?
?
?
0
Nat(T; T )
@@
@@
@@
R ?

0 -

Coh(T; T )

@@
@ =
@@
@R
0
Nat(T; T )
?
?
?
?
???
0 Coh(T; T )
Coh(T; T )

Taking  2 Coh(T; T ), and using our previous calculation, we have:

00 () = 0 0() = 0 (idT ):
From proposition 3.6, 0 is a homotopy equivalence, and as Coh(T; T ) is a Kan complex,
we obtain that there is an h 2 Coh(T; T )1 as required, i.e. 0 () is in the same connected
component of Coh(T; T ) as idT .
As a corollary of this sequence of results, we can note:
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Corollary 3.9 For any OrGop -diagrams S , T in S , with T taking Kan values, there is a

natural homotopy equivalence

G-T op(c(S ); c(T )) '- Coh(S; T ):

Remarks:

1. Of course, the homotopy inverse may not be natural in T .
2. If T does not take Kan values, then the natural transformation is a weak homotopy
equivalence. In applications T will often be R(Y ) for some G-space Y , and R(Y ) is always
Kan -valued.
The nal result we need, before stating our version of the Elmendorf and Dwyer-Kan
results, concerns the coherent counit

"(Y ) : cR(Y ) ! Y:

Proposition 3.10 If Y is a G-complex, then
"(Y ) : cR(Y ) ! Y
is a G-homotopy equivalence.

Proof: The natural augmentation d0 of X (A; A0) for A; A0 2 OrGop induces, as was seen
before, the inclusion of the natural transformations between two functors as the coherent
maps with trivial homotopy coherence data. In the simplicial adjunction,

Coh(R(Y ); R(Y )) =- G-T op(cR(Y ); Y );

the G-map "(Y ) corresponds to the identity map on R(Y ), which is, of course, a natural
transformation. It is easily checked to be partially induced by d0 in the following way:

cR(Y ) =

=

I G=H

Sing(Y H ) G=H

Z G=H0 ;G=H1

jX (G=H1 ; G=H0 )j  jSing(Y H )j  G=H1 ; :
0

The augmentation gives a map to the coend
Z G=H0 ;G=H1

jOrG(G=H1 ; G=H0

)j  jSing(Y H0 )j  G=H

=
1

Z G=H

jSing(Y H )j  G=H;

by the Yoneda lemma, whilst Y has a decomposition as
Z G=H

Y H  G=H

and "(Y ) on each `cofactor' is induced by the usual counit jSing(X )j ! X . A gluing
lemma for G-homotopy equivalences would then give the desired result. There is however
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a neater way to conclude this argument, namely by using the description of G-homotopy
equivalences of G-equivariant CW-complexes mentioned at the start of this section. Using
this, it is sucient to check R"(Y )(G=H ) is a homotopy equivalence for each G=H . (Note
the proof of this fact basically checks that R"  R is homotopic to the identity map on
R(Y ), and so shows that the pair (c; R) gives a coherent adjunction in some sense.)

RcR(Y )(G=K ) 
=

Z G=H0 ;G=H1

jX (G=H1 ; G=H0 )j  jSing(Y H )j  jOrG(G=K; G=H1 )j
Z
= G=H jX (G=K; G=H )j  jSing(Y H )j
0

by the Yoneda lemma. The augmentation d0 gives a homotopy equivalence between this
and
Z G=H
jOrG(G=K; G=H )j  jSing(Y H )j
and another use of the Yoneda lemma yields jSing(Y K )j, i.e. R(Y )(G=K ), which completes
the proof.
Remark: If we follow Moerdijk and Svensson, [16], and other authors, in de ning a Gmap f : X ! Y to be a weak G-equivalence if, for each closed subgroup H , the restricted
map f H : X H ! Y H is a weak homotopy equivalence, then the above proof shows that
 for any G-space Y , "(Y ) is a weak G-homotopy equivalence
 any G-space is weakly G-homotopic to a G-complex since the formula for cR(Y )
clearly expresses that space as being a G-complex.
We are now able to state and prove our enriched version of the result of Elmendorf, [11].
Other authors have obtained variants of this, notably Seymour, [17], and Dwyer and Kan,
[10].
Theorem 3.11 There is a pair of S -functors

R : G-T op ! S OrGop
and

c : S OrGop ! G-T op

such that
(i) for any G-space Y and OrGop -diagram T there is a natural isomorphism of simplicial
sets,
G-T op(c(T ); Y ) 
= CohS (T; R(Y ))
and if Y is a G-complex, and T takes Kan values, a homotopy equivalence,

G-T op(Y; c(T )) ' CohS (R(Y ); T );
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(ii) for any G-spaces X , Y with X a G-complex, there is a homotopy equivalence

G-T op(X; Y ) ' CohS (R(X ); R(Y ));
(iii) for any OrGop-diagrams T , T 0, with T and T 0 taking Kan values, there is a homotopy

equivalence

CohS (T; T 0) ' G-T op(c(T ); c(T 0)):

Proof: The key point that is yet to be proved is that there is a homotopy equivalence
G-T op(Y; c(T )) ' CohS (R(Y ); T ):
Replacing Y by cR(Y ) in G-T op(Y; c(T )) gives a homotopy equivalence
G-T op(Y; c(T )) ! G-T op(cR(Y ); c(T ))
induced by "(Y ). The result then follows from the natural homotopy equivalence of corollary 3.9
G-T op(cR(Y ); c(T )) ! CohS (R(Y ); T ):
The other parts are similar.
Remark: It does not seem worthwhile at present to try to formulate the above as a `homotopy equivalence of S -categories' along the lines of Dwyer and Kan, [10]. Coherent
transformations only compose up to homotopy and the resulting structure is still mysterious. The advantage of this result over that of Dwyer and Kan is that it gives quite an
explicit combinatorial or geometric description of the homotopy type of G-T op(X; Y ) by
means of a total complex or a coherent end. This allows one to construct classifying spaces
etc. in this context with little diculty and will possibly allow calculations to be made via
spectral sequences.
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